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Highly focused and hard working fast food worker with great work ethic and 
outstanding customer service history. Able to work independently with little to no 
supervision.

EXPERIENCE

Food Demonstrator/Executive
ABC Corporation - AUGUST 2014 – OCTOBER 2014

 Demonstrated or explained products, methods, or services to 
persuade customers to purchase products or use services.

 Provided product samples, coupons, informational brochures, or other
incentives to persuade people to buy products.

 Sold products being promoted and keep records of sales.
 Learned how to work independently for multiple hours.
 Recorded and reported demonstration-related information, such as 

the number of questions asked by the audience or the number of 
coupons distributed.

 Transported, assembled, and disassembled materials used in 
presentations.

 Practiced demonstrations to ensure that they will run smoothly.

Food Demonstrator 
ABC Corporation - 2013 – 2014

 I stood in Shop N Save and various other places to hand out free 
samples of whatever product they mailed on a paper to that certain 
store for me to sample and the main goal was to get sales for that 
certain product.

 Had to set up my station for food sampling or whatever sample for 
that day.

 Stopped in engaged with people at the store and encouraged them to
sample and better yet buy that certain product.

 Helped store managers clean and I cleaned my station area efficiently
afterwards.

 I learned to approach people in a respectful , friendly way, and I got 
people to actually buy the certain product in which I was 
demonstrating in the certain store I was in.

 It was a good way to communicate and help with people skills.
 Skills Used I demonstrated leadership skills, communication skills, 

cleaning skills, efficiency skills, bravery skills and specking skills .My 
skills at this job actually had me better at so many different skills, I 
learned to talk more efficiently and approach people properly to make
a successful purchase.
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EDUCATION

 N/A - (Adult Education)

SKILLS

Technical Skills, Analytical Skills.
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